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Abstract. The objective of this paper is to introduce the
concepts of a H-contractive mapping and a ~-ultimately con-
tractive mapping on cartesian product of two metric spaces,
and to show that, under certain restrictions, such mappings
have a fixed point.
§1. Introduction. According to Nadler [2], on their own
words, a number of mathematicians have investigated the prob-
lem of determining what kinds of mappings defined on the car-
tesian product of two spaces have fixed points (for an his-
torical survey see [6J).
In the present paper we introduce the concepts of H-
contrative mapping and ~-ultimately contractive mapping and
show that, with certain restrictions, such mappings have
fixed points on the cartesian product of two metric spaces.
Throughout this paper (X,d,) and (Y,d2) will denote metric
spaces and P, and P2 will be the natural projection of car-
tesian product XxV onto X and Y, respectively. Further, "V"
will denote the metric product on XxY given by
~ 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ D nV((x,y),(~,y)) = (d,(x,x)+d2(y,y)) for all (x,y),(~,~) in XxV
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For the sake of completeness, we give the following
defini tions.
DEFINITION 1. Let (X,d,) and (Y,dZ) be metric spaces
and let 6 be a mapping from XxV into XxV. We say that 6 is
a H-contrative mapping on XxV if there exists a function
H:R+ ~ R+ such that H(O) = 0 and
(I) V(6(x,y),6(x,y)) ~ d,(x,x)+H(dZ(y,y)) for all (x,y),(x,y) in XxV.
DEFINITION 2. [5]. A mapping h:X ~ Y is said to be a
nonexpansive mapping if and only if dZ(h(x) ,hex)) ~ d, (x,x)
for all x,x in X.
DEFINITION 3. [4J. A subset K of a metric space (M,d)
is said to have the fixed point property for nonexpansive
mappings if, whenever h:K ~ K is nonexpansive mapping, then
h has a fixed point in K.
REMARK 1. There are interesting results about the fixed
point property for nonexpansive mapping (see, for example,
[,] , [3] or [4]).
§2. Main results. First we shall consider the proof of the
following fixed point theorem for H-contractive mapping:
THEOREM 1. Let (X,d,) be a metric space with the fixed
point property for nonexpansive self-maps. Let (y,dZ) be a
metric space and suppose that there exists a function 8 map-
ping Y in the nonnegative real numbers, such that elY) ~ 8 (Yo)
for some Yo e: Y and a l. lye: Y. Suppose also that 6:XxY ~ XxV
is a H-contractive mapping satisfying the following condition:
(i) If xe: X, Yl'YZe: Y with y, 'f v z and 6(x.,Yt) '"'
(x,yZ), then 8(YZ) < 8(y,).
Then 6 has a fixed point in XxV.
Proof. If ye: Y, then let 6y:X ~ X be defined by
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0y(x) = P,Oo(x,y) for all x in X. We clain that 6y is non-
expansive mapping for each y in Y. In fact, let y be an ar-
bitrary element of Y and let x and x be any two points of X.
Since P, is a nonexpansive mapping and by assumption 0 is
H-contractive we conclude that
d, C6y(x), Oy(X)) = d, (P,06(x, y), P,06(x, «»
~ V (6(x, y), 6(X,y)) ~ d, (x, x.) + H (d (y, y)) = d, (x, x),
so that Oy is indeed a nonexpansive mapping. Since (X,d,)
has the fixed point property for nonexpansive self maps ,we
conclude that given y £ Y, there exists x in X such that
0y(x) = x. We now define a multi-valued mapping on Y as fol-
lows: For y in Y we define F(y) = {x e::X:oy(x) = d. Let us
define other multi-valued mapping on Y as follows:
G (y) = {pz ° 6 ( x,y): xe::F (y)} for all y in Y.
By assumption (Y,dZ) is a metric space and 8:Y + R+ a func-
tion such that 8(y) ~ 8(y ) for some y in Y and all y in Y.o 0
We can observe that G(y) is not empty for all y in Y, once
the same occur with F(y). Consequently, there exists yz in
G(yo) and x in F(yo) such that yz = PZoo(x'Yo)' But
X e::F(y ) implies that x = Oil (x) = P,OO(x,y ) and so weo ~o 0
conclude that 6(x,yo) = (x,yZ)' We can observe that, by the
assumption above, we have 8(YZ) ~ 8(yo)' Now, let's suppose
that Yo 1 yZ' Then by condition (i) of the hypothesis we
obtain 8(yZ) < 8(yo)' This however leaves to a contradiction.
Hence y = yz and since o(x,y ) = (x,y ) we obtain the affi~000
mation of the theorem. Q.E.D.
The following examples serve to illustrate Theorem ,.
a) Let me::R, p e::R with a < m < p and let n be an in-
teger number n ~ Z. We consider X = Y = In, where I is the
closed interval [m,p] and we suppose 6:XxY + XxV be the map-
ping defined by
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6(x,y) (Yo'X) for all (x,y) in XxY , where
Yo = (m,m, ...,m) ~ X.
Let e:Y + R+ be defmed by e(y) = m~x{Yl 'Yz""'Yn} for all
Y = (Yl'YZ""'Yn)' Since In is bounded closed convex sub-
set of a Hilbert space, we conclude by Browder's theorem [~
that X = In has the fixed point property for nonexpansive
mappings. Furthermore the above function e has a m1n1mum
value on the compact In, which is given by e(y ) = m. Weo
have also that the condition (i) of hypothesis is satisfied.
In fact, let's suppose that 6(x,y) = (x,y) where
x (x1,xZ""'xn) e::: In, Y = (Yl'YZ"",Y ) e: In, withA n
Y f ~ = (Yl""'Yn)' Then by definition of 6 we get Yo =
x = Y f q . Hence, there exists an integer number , l ~j .. n,
such that y. f y .• But Y = g implies that g. = m and so
j j 0 j
m f y.~ Thus, since m ~ y. ~ p we have m < y ... p. On the
j j j
other hand, e(g) = e(y ) = m and e(y) ~ y .. Consequently weo j
obtain e(p) < e(y). We observe also that 6 is a H-contract-
ive mapping on XxY since for all functions H:R+ + R+
satisfying H(O) = 0, we have V(6(x,y),6(x,y)) ~ d,(x,x) +
H(dz(Y,Y)) for all (x,y) and Cx,y) in Xxy. Therefore we have
showed that all assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled.
Finally, we observe that P = (y ,y ) is the unique fixedo 0
point of 6.
b) Let (X,d1) be an arbitrary metric space with the
fixed point property for nonexpansive self-maps and let
(Y,dz) be the real interval [O,lJ with the usual metric. We
define 6:XxY + XxY by 6(x,y) = (x,lty) for some n e: R,° < It < 1 and all (x,y) in XxY. Putting H(t) = It t for all
t E R+, it is easy to see that 6 is H-contractive mapping.
We consider 8:[0,lJ + R+ an arbitrary increasing and conti-
nous function. Then 8(0) ~ 8(y) for all y in [O,lJ. Further-
more, we observe that, if X e::: X, y"yz e::: [0,lJ with Yl f yZ'
and 6(x,y,) = (x,yz)' then ItYl = v z f y, and so ° < v : < y,.
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Hence, since 8 is an increasing function we have 8(YZ) < 8(y,).
Consequently, all assumption of Theorem , are fulfilled.
We observe also that (x,D) is a fixed point of 6 for all
x E X.
Our next theorem is closely related to the following
result of Nadler's C[Z],p.584 ).
PROPOSITION 1. Let (X,d,) be a complete metric space,
let (V,dZ) be a metric space with the fixed point property
and let 6 be a function from XxV into XxV.
(') if 6 is uniformly continuous on XxV and a contraction
mapping in the first variable then 6 has a fixed point.
REMARK 2. We recall that a function 6:XxV ~ XxV is said
to be a contraction mapping in the first variable if and
only if for each y in V, there is a real number a(y),
D ~ a(y) < , such that
V(6(x,Y),6(~,Y))~ a(y). V((x,y),(~,y))
Afor all x,x in X. [2]
Our objective here is to show that the conditions on
6 in Proposition' can be relaxed if we strengthen the con-
dition on V. Before proceeding to the detailed discussion
of our next result, we introduce a special class of H-con-
tractive mappings.
DEFINITION 4. Let (X,d,) and (V,dZ) be a metric spaces.
A mapping 6:XxV ~ XxV is called ~-ultimately contractive on
XxV if there is a positive real number ~ < , such that for
all (X,if), (x,y) in XxV.
REMARK 3. Nonexpansive mappings contain all ~-ultimate-
ly contractive mappings as a proper subclass. Furthermole,
if 6 is a ~-ultimately contractive mapping, then 6 is H-con-
tractive mapping with H given by H (t) = (' -~) t for all t E R+.
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THEOREM 2. Let (X,d,) and (Y,dZ) be metria spaaes and
let 6:XxY + XxV be a mapping suah that 6 is ~-ultimately
aontraative on XxV. Assume that (X,d,) is aomplete and let
(y,dZ) be a spaae with the fixed point property for nonex-
pansive mappings. Then 6 has a unique fixed point.
Proof. If y £Y, then let 6y:X + X be the mapping de-
fined by 6y(x) = P,06(x,y) for all x EX.
Since 6 is ~-ultimately contractive mapping on XxV
we conclude that V(6(x,y),6(x,y)) ~ ~V((x,y),(x,y)) fur all
x, X £ X and y E Y. It follows that for each y E Y, 6y is a
contraction mapping of X into X. Since (X,d,) is completeit
follows by the wellknown Banach's contraction mapping prin-
ciple that for each y E Y, the mapping 6y has one and only
one fixed point in X.
Let F:Y + X be given by F(y) is the unique fixed point
of 6y' First it will be shown that the mapping F is nonex-
pansive, Let y, and yz be arbitrary elements in Y and let
F(y,) = x, and F(YZ) = xz' Then, F(y,) = x, = 6y,(x,)
P,° 6C x, , y,) and F (yZ) = xZ = 6yz(xz) = P,° 6C xz'yz).
Consequently we have
d,(F(y,),F(yZ)) = d,(P,06(x,,y,),P,o6(xz'yz)) ~ V(6(x"y,),6(xz'yz))
so that d,(F(y,),F(yZ)) ~ ~d,(x"xZ)+('-~)dZ(Yl'YZ), because
6 is ~-ultimately contractive. Hence using x, = F(y,) and
'xZ = F(YZ) we obtain d,F{y,),F(yZ)) ~ dZ(Yl'YZ)' that is, F
is a nonexpansive mapping. Now let G:Y + Y be the mapping
defined by G(y) = PZo6(F(y),y) for each y £ Y. Next, it will
be shown that G is also a nonexpansive mapping. To this end,
we observe that, if Y, and yz are arbitrary elements in V,
then we have
dz(Pzo6CF(y,),y,),Pzo6(F(yZ)YZ))
~ V(d(F(y,) ,Y,) ,6CF(Yz) ,YZ))
and since 6 is ~-ultimately contractive and F is nonexpan-
sive, we get
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that is, G is nonexpansive. Consequently, since Y has the
fixed point property for nonexpansive mapping, there is a
point W in Y such that G(W) = W = PZo6(F(W),W). But
6W(F(W)) = F(W) = P,06(F(W),W) and so it follows that
ncP) = P, where P = (F(W),W).
Now we shall complete the proof demonstrating that the
fixed point of 6 is unique. Let P = (x,y) and Q = (x,y) be
two fixed points of 6. Since 6 is ~-ultimately contractive,
d,(x,x) = dZ(y,y) and I2d,(x,x) ~ d,(x,x). Consequently, if
P ; Q, the, we have a contradiction. This completes the
proof of the theorem. Q.E.D.
In the following examples all assumptions of Theorem
Z are fulfilled.
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be a Hilbert space and Y a convex
closed and bounded subset of X, with ° E Y. Let Sex) = ~'x
for some ~ E R, ° < ~ < , and all x EX. Let T(y) = ('-~)y
for all y E Y. Putting 6(x,y) = (S(x),T(y)) for all (X,y)E
XxV one can easily show that 6 is ~-ultimately contractive.
We observe that P = (0,0) is the unique fixed point of 6.
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be a nonempty convex, closed and
bounded subset of H, where H is a real Hilbert space. Let
~ ~ R, ° < ~ < , and let u be a fixed element of X. Let
6(x,y) = (u,~x+('-~)y) for all (x,Y) e: XxX.
It is easy to see that 6 is ~-ultimately contractive
and P = (u,u) is the unique fixed point of 6.
Finally we observe that in Theorem " if 6 is a ~-ul-
timately contractive mapping, then the fixed point of 6 is
unique.
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